
It’s all about   

  

  Focusing on various aspects which impact  the art of selling

Marketing effect
Gaining vs losing effect
Social effect

Brand effect
Psychological attributes of
a salesperson

  

Psychology of sales

  

Answering the questions customers don’t ask before they buy

Can I trust you
Do you understand my needs
Do you know and understand your own products
Will you buy your own products
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 ?

 ?
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The customers’ pre-sale mind

  

Understanding the science of the mind and how it can impact marketing

How do we know what people really want
Subconscious selling techniques
The ethical conundrum in subconscious selling

 ?

  

Subconscious selling

  

The importance of selling with emotions intelligently

The key attributes of EQ in sales
Emotional intelligent communication
The emotional buyer vs buying with emotions

Dealing with a difficult customer

Likeability
Handling objections

  

Emotional Intelligent Selling
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How selling behaviour can influence buying behaviour

Fluid behaviour
Personality types
Overview of the DISC model

  

Selling and buying personalities

  

A new sales executive or a different mindset, but technology is here to stay

A new mindset
Attributes of a digital salesperson
Salesperson or Internet specialist
Are you a digital salesperson ?

  

The Digital Sales Executive
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Understanding the need for a sales process and designing a process that works for you

Fourteen step sales process Condensed sales process

The Sales Process

Selling and buying styles
DISC flexing

  

Designing a formula that will improve sales success

Sales Success = (product Intelligence x customer profile) brand
Product Intelligence = (salesperson competence + training + performance enablement
Customer profile =  demographic + geographic + sociographic + psychographic
e-graphic + generations   
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  Brand =  brand equity + brand٢

 +

  

The sales equation

  

Focusing on how technology changed sales and how sales is dead without technology

  

Sales and Technology

Adopting technology
Current technologies for salespeople

Using technology to find prospective customers
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Why use technology

Why use technology

Data mining and big data

It’s all about   

THE SALE


